












commonality of basic ideas and beliefs of the Ulema belonging to Hana:fi, Shafai, 
Maaliki, and Ahle-Hadith schools of thought, as well as Sufis and non-Sufi 
scholars. He tested these beliefs on the touchstone ofShariah and struck a balance 
between the beliefs of Moatazila, Ashaerah, Maataridiya and Ahl-i-Hadith and 
brought philosophy and the Shariah closer to each other. One of the main 
contributions of the Shah was that he made the differences of Fiqh (Islamic 
jurisprudence) subservient to justice and conformity. He also did his best to stamp 
out exaggeration and prejudice in sectarian contentions. Credit also goes to him 
for preferring understanding of faith over Greek philosophy. Wbile setting the 
syllabus of Islamic studies he especially kept in view reformation of redundant 
knowledge of philosophy and logic. 

Shah Waliullah thoroughly studied the plight of rulers nobles, professionals, 
soldiers, government officials, Ulema, Sufis and the general public and warned 
them of grave consequences of their wrongdoings. Besides, he tried to offer 
solution to cla s struggle that existed even before Marxism appeared on the scene 
by presenting an economic theory based on Qur'an and Sunnah. He described the 
principles of governance and explained Islamic system of governance in which the 
relations between the ruler and the ruled could become harmonious. 

His other widely acclaimed contribution is the introduction of the system of 
teaching and Dawah which renewed Muslims' interest in knowing Islam in proper 
perspective. Most of the schools of Islamic thought in the sub-continent are 
attributed to Shah Waliullah Mohaddis Dehlavi. 
In view of the valuable services rendered to the cause of Dawah of Islam, the 
Institute of Objective Studies has selected 'Dawah of Islam' as the topic for the 
Fourteenth Shah Waliullah Award so that a scholar of eminence who could be 
eligible in respect of knowledge and practice is identified. Needless to say, the 
current political, social, economic, cultural and civilisational situation is entirely 
different from India of eighteenth century. Education system has undergone a sea 
change but the goal of universal education is yet to be achieved. Fascist forces are 
busy in their nefarious design of pushing Millat to the wall. Weaker sections, 
backward classes and the minorities are feeling insecure. European scholars 
areappreciative of the communal harmony between Hindus and Muslims that 
existed during the time of Shah Waliullah. 

An scholar of repute, who has presented a tangible plan of action in the light of the 
Qur'an and Sunnah in the context of today's problems, will be selected for the 
Fourteenth Shah Waliullah Award. The nominee must have imparted training to 
adopt an explicitly excellent way of living a positive life in accordance with 
Qur'an and Sunnah among Muslims. He must have endeavoured to present the 
real interpretation ofislam with arguments by engaging with the creatures of Allah 
for their knowledge and guidance. Such type of honourable and noble personality 
will be fit to the parameters of the Fourteenth Shah WaliullahAward. 

Essay Writing Competition 
(Junior Category) 

on 

"lslami Dawah and Call of the Modern Age" 

The Institute of Objective Studies invites essays on the topic of "Islami Dawah 
and Call of the Modern Age" by young scholars and researchers. The best essay 
will receive a cash award ofRs. 25,000/-. 

The last date for submission of the essay is 31 March, 2020. 

Candidates who wish to participate in the competition are required to submit their 
essay in accordance with the following guidelines: 




